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Beyond the Tunnels: Advanced 3D graphical modulation

Florent Berthaut
Université de Bordeaux - LaBRI

ABSTRACT
Tunnels are 3D graphical sliders which modify the appearance of, or "modulate", one or several 3D objects simultaneously using these objects as cursors themselves. They rely on a strong visual feedback to provide multiple scales and parameters combinations which makes them appropriate for the use in immersive virtual musical instruments. In this paper we present applications of the Tunnels for collaborative modulation tasks, for avatars and weapons modifications in 3D video games and for the control of interactive scenarios. We also propose several improvements to the Tunnels such as a method for storing them and a two-dimensional version called Grids.

1 INTRODUCTION
Graphical sliders are commonly used in graphical user interfaces to control continuous parameters. Many research have been done to enhance these widgets in 2D interfaces. For example, Fast Sliders [16] provide quick access to sliders using marking menus and also some features that also exist in our system, such as the undo. In-Context sliders [17] are directly attached to objects, allowing users to easily manipulate elements in large sets. The same idea is developed with the Pie-Slider [14], which also allows for the manipulation of several parameters by placing the sliders around the object. Variable resolution of sliders is also explored in [1] and [2], providing user with the choice of granularity for the control of parameters.

In 3D virtual environments, different approaches exist. Some research explore the manipulation of 2D widgets inside the environment [7]. Other rely on 3D representations but with standard slider behaviour [15], [11]. 3D sliders are also embedded into other widgets such as the tBox [10] which allows users to manipulate position, orientation and scale with multi-touch gestures.

In a previous paper, we developed the idea of Tunnels, 3D graphical sliders which combine advantages of these solutions while providing new ones, such as the simultaneous modulation of several objects, multiple scales and an improved visual feedback. The purpose of these widgets is to allow users to efficiently modify the appearance, e.g. color, scale, transparency, density, of 3D graphical objects. They were first developed for musical interaction, by associating 3D graphical objects with sound synthesis processes and mapping graphical parameters to musical parameters. In this context, this type of modification is called a "modulation gesture", i.e. a gesture which modifies the sound parameters, as opposed to excitation gestures which produce the sound. We also use the term "modulation" to describe modifications of the appearance of 3D objects in other contexts.

In this paper, we first recall the general approach behind the Tunnels. Then, we propose new uses of the Tunnels for collaborative modulations in building/artistic applications, modulation by 3D navigation for games and modulation paths for interactive scenarios. We also describe some useful improvements such as Grids for two-dimensional modulations, and storing of Tunnels with a "brochette" metaphor.

Figure 1: Two different Grids. On the top, continuous color scale on the X axis, continuous size (depth) and reverse continuous density (X/Y size) on the Y axis. On the bottom, rotation speed and color discrete scales on the X axis, and transparency and reverse size continuous scales on the Y axis.

2 THE TUNNELS
Tunnels are enhanced 3D graphical sliders. Unlike traditional sliders, they don’t have cursors. Instead, the modulated 3D objects act as cursors themselves. Tunnels are displayed as semi-transparent boxes or cylinders composed of series of boxes or cylinders whose appearance reflects the scale of values of the modified graphical parameter, as depicted on figure 2.

They were inspired by information visualization techniques developed by Healey [12], in which sets of objects represent multi-dimensional data using combinations of graphical parameters, e.g. color of objects represent one dimension, size another one, orientation yet another one and so on. We transposed this idea for the manipulation of graphical parameters.
Unlike other 3D sliders, they provide a visual feedback to facilitate the control with various scales and to avoid unintentional jumps in values. However, parameters representations must be adapted. For example, while the color parameter is obviously represented by setting the color of each component (in our case a mixed hue/luminance scale), the size parameter uses only the height and depth of components, since width is already used to represent the density parameter, i.e., space between elements of composite objects.

When a 3D object is moved inside a Tunnel controlling one parameter, the value of this parameter for the object is modified accordingly, as seen on figure 2. For example, when moving an object inside a Size Tunnel, the object’s size changes from one end to the other. The value of the parameter is computed by projecting the center of the 3D objects on the axis of the Tunnel to get the position ratio and then taking the scale into account. The modified parameter keeps the set value if the object crosses the Tunnel before exiting it, otherwise the previous value is reset. This allows users to undo their modification. Tunnels also allow for variable resolution since they can be stretched to give access to more values, as shown on figure 2.

Following the idea of the Local Tools [4], Tunnels are left in the environment and can be picked up, instead of being attached to a specific object or panel. They are also similar to the See-Through Tools described in [6], but the activation is done directly when a collision occurs, instead of having to use a bimanual gesture.

Figure 2: Left: from top to bottom: Size, Transparency, Color, Density and Rotation Speed Tunnels. Top Right: Three Color Tunnels with different scales (one continuous and two discrete). Bottom Right: Combination of parameters: Color/Density and Size/Rotation/Speed

In addition to modifying single objects, Tunnels allow for the manipulation of several 3D objects at the same time, by manipulating the Tunnel directly, as seen on figure 2. On the contrary to what can be done with traditional sliders here all objects can be set with one widget and one gesture either all to the same value or to different ones depending on the trajectory of the Tunnel.

Figure 4: Two different use of Tunnels. Top: Grabbing a 3D object and passing it through the Tunnel. Bottom: Grabbing a Tunnel in order to modulate several objects simultaneously.

If we apply the instrumental interaction model designed by Beaudoin-Lafon [3], Tunnels are the virtual part of instruments which allow users to manipulate objects of interests, here 3D objects. The degree of indirection, i.e., spatial distance between the object and the instrument is very low because 3D objects are placed directly inside the Tunnels. Temporal offset is null since the modifications are applied immediately. The degree of integration is 3/N, 3 because we use a 3DOF input device and N being the number of parameters combined on the Tunnel. Finally, the degree of compatibility is very high because manipulations done by users, i.e., moving the objects and Tunnels, are reflected directly in the 3D virtual environment.

3 BEYOND THE TUNNELS

This section describes contexts where Tunnels have proven to be useful, and also several needed improvements over the original approach.

3.1 Modulations for 3D video games

One interesting use of the Tunnels can be found in the context of video games and in particular first person shooters. These games heavily rely on expert navigation in 3D virtual environments. Indeed, players have to chase other players to shoot them, and navigate to specific targets such as bases or flags. They also pick up items which modify their avatar or weapons characteristics. However, these items often correspond to discrete predefined values.

In this context, Tunnels may allow players to efficiently fine-tune game parameters, by simply walking/running/jumping through them. For example instead of having a set of imposed option for lightness/strength of armors or speed/capacity of weapons, players may select these continuously using respectively density or rotation speed Tunnels.

Therefore, we implemented avatar-sized Tunnels in a musical first person shooters, which can be seen on figure 5. In this game, players can modify musical parameters associated to their avatar, which propagate to other players when shooting them.

3.2 Collaborative modulations

In collaborative virtual environments, several possibly distant users work together on various tasks. In particular, artistic collaboration may involve cooperative modification of 3D objects. These modifications sometimes have to be coordinated. For example, several
users may have to set the same color for their own objects. In an immersive virtual musical orchestra, a conductor may need to indicate to other musicians a specific modulation to do. However, it can be difficult to understand other musicians actions when they are represented as avatars, especially when using private tools which are not easily visible by other users, or even public tools with little visual feedback and concurrency issues. These issues are often tackled in research on collaborative virtual environments as described by [5].

In this context, Tunnels provide a way to coordinate users actions thanks to the visual feedback on parameters scales and because users objects are directly used as cursors, which prevents concurrency issues on tools. By placing a Tunnel in a vertical position at the centre of a scene, as depicted on figure 6, users may perceive others actions and use the same parameter scale for their modulation.

Figure 6: An immersive virtual musical orchestra with three musicians. We can see the avatars of the two other musicians. Each musician is controlling a virtual ray of a different color, and passing 3D objects through a shared Color Tunnel which modifies the pitch of associated sound processes.

3.3 Storing Tunnels

A common issue with Tunnels and other tools that remain in the environment (as opposed to tools which appear only when used) is that a large number of them may eventually clutter the 3D environment. Another problem is the transport of Tunnels when navigating the environment. For example, musicians may want to bring a Tunnel modifying a specific sound parameter from one set of 3D musical objects to another.

We propose a solution for easy storage and retrieval of Tunnels, which could be applied to other tools, using a “brochette” metaphor. One of the most common metaphor for 3D selection [8] is the Virtual Ray, which allow users to point at 3D objects by manipulating the position and orientation of a ray projected from their hand into the environment. Using a specific button or gesture, Tunnels are scaled-down and attached to the closest end of the virtual ray, as depicted on figure 7. They remain attached and visible while using the ray and navigating the environment. Users may then grab a stored Tunnel with the ray held by the other hand to release it and restore its initial size.

Figure 7: Brochette metaphor used to store Tunnels. Here three Tunnels have been attached to the left hand Virtual Ray using a special gesture. With the Ray controlled by his right hand, the user may select and release stored Tunnels.

3.4 Modulation paths

Current version of the Tunnels limit modulations of 3D objects to horizontal displacement. But more complex 3D movements may provide different meanings for modulations. For example, a 3D path with branches may represent a scenario for an artistic performance, with several possible chain of events, e.g. lights controls. In the field of music computing, some sequencers such as Iannix [9] also use multiple curves and complex paths to represent time lines.

Tunnels may be used to provide such a functionality with additional visual feedback, and a direct control of the cursor, which can be placed at any point of the path. Therefore, we define 3D modulation paths as sequences of oriented Tunnels, as depicted on figure 8. These paths can be used by grabbing and moving 3D objects acting as cursors through them. They may also be expanded to allow users to travel through them, as it is done with avatar-sized Tunnels described in section 3.1. Several parameters can be controlled and visualized within the paths, as Tunnels allow for parameters combinations. So in the case of the control of an artistic performance, one parameter may be associated with lights intensity while another would be associated to the movements of motorized objects or sound effects.
3.5 Grids

One needed feature, especially for musical application, is the ability to modulate two parameters simultaneously but independently. For example, a common combination consists of the cut-off frequency and the resonance of an audio low-pass filter. 2D sliders are also often used in 2D graphical interfaces as color pickers.

In order to provide such possibility in 3D virtual environments, while preserving the visual feedback and parameters combinations of the Tunnels we them to two-dimensional Grids, which are 2D planes composed of small boxes, as shown on figure 1. Our current implementation is made of 20x20 boxes, but denser Grids would provide a more continuous visualization of parameters scales. However, parameters scales representations used in the Tunnels must be adapted. For example, the size parameter is represented using the depth of boxes while the density parameter is represented by modulating their scale on the vertical and horizontal axes. The value set to the 3D object is computed using the projections on the two axes of the Grid. Because we can manipulate 3D objects in three dimensions, activation, i.e. when an object begins to be modulated, can be done at any starting value using the axis perpendicular to the grid. This allows users to place 3D objects in the Grid in a way that the modulation starts at their previous parameter value. The undo feature of Tunnels may also be used. Indeed, the new value for a parameter is kept only if the modulated object crosses the Grid, i.e. exits behind it first, otherwise it takes back its previous value.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented new uses and modifications of the Tunnels. These 3D graphical tools allow users to modify the appearance of one or several 3D objects simultaneously with a strong visual feedback and multiple scales. Tunnels have proven to be useful in various fields, such as continuous modulations for players characteristics in video games, modulation paths for the control of parameters according to scenarios or collaborative tools for objects modification tasks. We also added a storing method for Tunnels using a brochette metaphor. Finally, we extended our approach by defining 3D tools called Grids which allow for the simultaneous independent manipulation of two set of parameters, while preserving the advantages brought by Tunnels.

We already collected remarks from users about the Tunnels during demos in various events. However, a more formal evaluation should be conducted on specific tasks in order to compare the Tunnels to standard 3D sliders. In particular, we want to study the performance of the Tunnels compared to other conditions, e.g. one slider per object or one slider for selected objects, in a modulation task where subjects are asked to modulate multiple objects to match a model.

Another point that we want to explore is the extension of the set of controllable parameters. In fact, for now only five of them have been implemented. Each parameter has to be adapted so that it can be represented without disturbing the perception of other parameters. We might need to change the elements that compose the Tunnels. For example, shape distortion might need more complex shapes than boxes to be discernible. Combinations of parameters should also be chosen carefully. Indeed, modulation of texture may not be compatible with modulation of color or transparency. Therefore, we need to define rules for the creation of Tunnels so that their efficiency is maximized.
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